
June 2013 HANSARD [SENATE] 

 

MOTION 

Date: June 11th, 2013 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Janet Ong’era 
Contribution she made on: Fate of Devolved Government and Devolution 
 

 Noting the Senates power to interrogate any Cabinet Secretary on issues that 
pertain to the Ministry she suggested the summoning of the cabinet secretary 
over the questions raised on the devolved government and devolution. 

 She recommended the media cover all the members in the house so that their 
contributions can be seen by the public. 

 
Date: June 11th, 2013 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Martha Wangari 
Contribution she made on: The Ruling of the Chair on National Assembly 
Rejection of Senate Amendments to the Division of Revenue Bill, 2013 
 

 She pointed out that the President during the Joint Sitting of Parliament, had 
repeatedly stated that devolution was not an option for the Jubilee Government 
and she called for the executive to stay focused on actualizing devolution to 
ensure the people of Kenya benefit from it.  

 She added that the Senate needed to re-affirm its presence and inform the public 
their role as described in the Constitution and its relationship with the National 
Assembly.  

 
Date: June 11th, 2013 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Elizabeth Ongoro 
Contribution she made on: The Ruling of the Chair on National Assembly 
Rejection of Senate Amendments to the Division of Revenue Bill, 2013 
 

 She commended the speaker on the ruling he had made, and thanked the 
Senators for the unity of purpose that they had shown in handling the matter. She 
noted that it was vital to ensure they offer the country a system with the kind of 
structures and adequate funding that ensures that devolution takes root.  

 She pointed out that mixed signals were being sent to public, which implied for 
the second time, the nation was making an attempt to kill devolution by ensuring 
that counties are not given adequate funding to take root and build the kind of 
firm foundation that they are supposed to build upon. She also challenged the 
Executive to come clean on the issue.  
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Date: June 13th, 2013 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Beatrice Elachi 
Contribution she made on: Request for Advisory Opinion from the Supreme 
Court on the Constitutionality of the Process Followed in the Disposal of the 
Division of Revenue Bill, 2013 

 She seconded the motion by senate to request the Supreme Court to give an 
Advisory opinion on the constitutionality of the process followed in the disposal of 
the Division of Revenue Bill, 2013 and the appropriate way forward in the matter. 

 
Date: June 13th, 2013 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Janet Ong’era 
Contribution she made on: Motion on Establishment of Select Committee to 
Inquire into Existing Legislation Affecting Functions of County Governments 
 

 She supported the motion and stated that it had come at an opportune time when 
the country needed direction on some key issues like the provincial administration. 
She further stated that the Government had to come up with a way in which it 
could deal with the provincial administration to avoid duplication of tasks in the 
counties. 

 She noted that if the Motion was passed by the House and when the appropriate 
legislations were looked into, it would entrench devolution firmly in the hands of 
the county assemblies.  

 She added that the men and women who had been proposed in the above Select 
Committee were people who had made outstanding contributions in society and 
were known as people who were respected legislators; and she was sure that if 
they were given the task, they would bring credible legislation that would easily 
pass in both Houses. 

 
Date: June 13th, 2013 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Janet Ong’era 
Contribution she made on: Motion on Establishment of Select Committee to 
Inquire into Existing Legislation Affecting Functions of County Governments 
 

 She supported the motion of amendment by stating the four nominees would 
enrich the Select Committee and also helps meet the gender consideration. .  

 
Date: 18th June, 2013 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Zipporah Kittony  
Contribution she made on: Establishment of Level Five Hospitals in All 47 
Counties  

 She seconded the Motion saying that issues of health touch on every mwananchi 
in the country.  
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 She noted that the Committee on Health had come up with a very ample and a 

tentative summary of what is happening in the country. She however observed 
that the President’s Inaugural Speech, where he talked about the antenatal and 
postnatal care for women could also be incorporated in the Motion. 

 
Date: 18th June, 2013 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Elizabeth Ongoro  
Contribution she made on: Establishment of Level Five Hospitals in All 47 
Counties  

 She supported the Motion by stating that good health is a human right and now 
that it had been recognized and enshrined in the Constitution, it is now a 
constitutional right to all Kenyans. Article 43 obligates the Government to provide 
this basic human right.  

 However, she added that it is important to know that at the time, even if they 
built the 47 Level 5 hospitals, there would not have the human resource to 
support them.  

 She recommended that the right infrastructure immediately be put in place in 
terms of constructing more housing facilities and also relooking critically at our 
education curriculum both in primary and secondary schools that support science 
subjects. This she added would enable the country to have many people enrolled 
in medical institutions who would then eventually graduate as doctors and nurses 
to sustain the physical infrastructure that will have been put in place.  

 She disagreed with the opinion that counties like Nairobi should be excluded from 
the plan because Nairobi took care of, on average, five million people but 
additionally other people come to Nairobi in search of better services, especially 
health services, making the number go high to roughly eight million people per 
month.  

 
Date: 18th June, 2013 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Catherine Nobwola  
Contribution she made on: Establishment of Level Five Hospitals in All 47 
Counties  

 She supported the motion saying that the Motion was long overdue because of 
the uneven distribution of health facilities in the country that continued to widen. 
She added that there were disparities in affordability and access to medical care 
and gave the example of Trans Nzoia County, where there was a hospital by the 
name Kitale District Hospital that served many neighboring counties and even 
Uganda, but the hospital was ill-equipped and did not have specialized equipment 
and so when someone was suffering from a kidney problem or requires a CT scan, 
he or she had to travel all the way to Eldoret or Nairobi.  

 She added that in the Constitution, there was a provision relating to health and 
therefore the duty of the Government was to make sure that the common people 
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at home have access to health, as stated in Articles 43 and 53 which say that 
every child has a right to basic nutrition, shelter and health care.  

 She further stated that as enshrined in the Constitution, it was the duty of the 
Government to look at how much money that had not been devolved to the 
counties could be used to put up Level 5 hospitals in every county and added that 
most of the hospitals in the counties were under-staffed and they did not have 
doctors who were sufficiently qualified to undertake serious operations. 

 
 
Date: 18th June, 2013 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Joy Gwendo  
Contribution she made on: Establishment of Level Five Hospitals in All 47 
Counties 

 She supported the Motion but stated that most people were in hospitals with 
diseases that could actually be taken care of at home or by just going to the 
chemist. 

 She proposed that before they elevated these hospitals, they also needed to 
empower the people. She also supported the idea of having the sub-county or 
district hospitals because the dispensaries at the rural area and to sort out the 
little problems that lead the hospitals to be full and overused, yet some of the 
problems could be sorted at family level. 

 

Date: 18th June, 2013 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Linet Nyakeriga  
Contribution she made on: Establishment of Level Five Hospitals in All 47 
Counties  

 She supported the motion and said that the hospitals were far away where 
mothers had to take a lot of time travelling long distances to reach the hospital 
with their children and in most times the roads are not good. She also said that 
there was a shortage of doctors and there are no doctors who are able              
to use sign language to assist the deaf and doctors who could assist people with 
disability. 

 
Date: 18th June, 2013 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Kanainza Daisy 
Contribution She Made On: Establishment of Level Five Hospitals in All 47 
Counties  

 She supported the motion by stating that there were people who were killed in 
Nangili Kakamega County could not get the necessary treatment to survive just 
because there were no hospitals nearby like in Nangili Market. Those injured had 
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to be rushed to Kongoni Hospital, but unfortunately, they were not also attended 
to as they did not get the treatment that they required. 

 She also stated that she had seen teenage boys suffer when they went for 
circumcision in hospitals because in some instances they were circumcised by 
watchmen, if not, they are dressed poorly by cashiers and that was a significant 
problem just because they did not have enough doctors or practioners in charge 
of that.  

 She further noted that in the area of eye treatment, people had to travel all the 
way to Uganda to access this treatment and added that this had made the 
expectant mother to seek local solutions because roads are too impassable to 
allow them get to hospitals in addition to the medical care being expensive. 

 Further, she stated that patients do not want to go to hospitals and lie on beds 
unattended. That is why there is need in these hospitals. She also said that 
Kakamega County has 12 constituencies and it is not everyone who can go to 
Kakamega for treatment.  

 

Date: 19th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Catherine Nobwola 
Contribution she made on: Establishment of Graduates Enterprise Fund  
 

 She moved a motion that the level of unemployment among youths in Kenya is 
over 70 per cent and rising and that the formal sector is unable to generate 
sufficient formal employment for college graduates, resulting in far reaching 
ramifications to the economy and society across all counties in Kenya.  

 She noted that when parents educate their children, they expected them to go 
through the education system and that at the end when they graduate; there 
should be some sort of employment or business for that youth to engage in.  

 She pointed that former students are told to clear their education loans before 
they are considered for employment; she questioned how it was possible that an 
individual could clear the loan if he or she has never been given an opportunity to 
work.  

 She suggested that the Youth Enterprise Fund be made accessible to the young 
graduates, she suggested that the money should be devolved to the counties. 

 She further suggested that through the Senate the Government should take 
urgent and immediate steps to ensure legislation is enacted to provide for the 
establishment of a Graduates Enterprise Fund to offer revolving interest-free loans 
to unemployed graduates in all the 47 counties.  

 She added that the establishment of the Graduates Enterprise Fund (GEF) in all 
the 47 counties would be a realistic and practical intervention in addressing the 
problem of youth unemployment in Kenya. Past initiatives, including the Youth 
Enterprise Fund which was launched in 2006 by the central Government to 
address the rising youth unemployment in the country as well as provide youth 
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entrepreneurs with capital for business startup did not create the number of jobs 
and businesses that were envisioned. 

 She stated that the objective of this Motion was to awaken the responsibility of 
the State to address the gross problem of unemployment amongst graduates by 
providing them with funds to venture into micro and macro-enterprises in the 
various counties.  

 
 
Date: 19th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Beatrice Elachi 
Contribution she made on: Establishment of Graduates Enterprise Fund  
 

 She supported the motion by stating that the country has to open up many funds 
one of them being the Women Enterprise Development Fund. She further noted 
that the challenge is that there has been no research done to know how many 
people have benefited for the fund.   

 While acknowledging that some may not have benefited she attested to many 
who women who had benefited from the Fund and gave an example of Kericho 
County– Ainamoi Women SACCO who were who received the funds and 
distributed it to their members. 

 She noted that the government had put in line a framework of an agricultural 
programme all over the country, especially in the semi-arid areas where they are 
going to have irrigation.  

 She added that Kenya did not only have graduates who had finished universities 
but also diploma graduates and young people whose parents had tried their best 
to take them through polytechnics and now have skills.  

 She further stated the fund could expand and look at all those categories. She 
also noted that the Youth Enterprise Development Fund could not be accessed, 
especially by those in the marginalized areas while some youth did not understand 
the process.  

 She suggested that there was need to reopen the county governments and look 
at devolution in a better perspective, but not looking at it in terms of opening up 
funds to help the graduates.  

 She said that they could give the funds to the graduates, but there were 
challenges and pressure that the youths were facing also. She called upon the 
members to support the Cabinet Secretary for Devolution and Planning because 
all those funds have now been returned to her.  

 
 
Date: 19th June, 2013 MORNING 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Liza Chelule 
Contribution she made on: Establishment of Graduates Enterprise Fund  
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 She supported the motion on establishment of graduates’ enterprise fund but with 
amendments because Kenya already had a fund that is similar and so according to 
her, there was no need to have a parallel fund.  

 She stated that there were already structured enterprise funds that take into 
consideration the issue of youth and women but which are faced with challenges. 
She suggested what should be done, was to look at the challenges that these 
Funds have been facing so that they come up with modalities of addressing the 
challenges. 

 
 
Date: 19th June, 2013 MORNING 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Dr. Agnes Zani 
Contribution she made on: Establishment of Graduates Enterprise Fund  
 

 She stated that the long term development strategy that led to Vision 2030 was 
very critical in establishing the YEDF whereby the above Motion was very 
different- it was proposing for a Graduates Enterprise Fund. She added that the 
range of youth was very, very amorphous and one fund did not necessarily 
negate the use of another fund. 

 She suggested the Motion be expanded to have the fund cater for the various 
categories because one could compare a Standard 8 graduate, for example, with 
the Form Four one or the university one. The university one has particular type of 
skills. 

 She further stated that the motion was actually targeting graduates who are very 
distinct. They could have the YEDF running as it is, but the realization was that at 
the university level, after the graduates have left, they have the skills and the 
content, but then they do not have a market that is ready to absorb them.  

 She reiterated that they probably did not have the network skills that are 
necessary for them to come together, or they do not want the complications of 
having to come together so that they can actually be able to access those funds 
as a group. She stated that it is about looking at that particular group to identify 
their needs and how those needs can be advanced through the fund which was 
better being interest free to enable them pay back. 

 She stated that what they needed to focus on was the management of the fund, 
to ensure that it does not create a sense of despondency and “let-me-wait, I will 
just get money and give it back.” She urged the other members to enhance the 
motion and save the unemployed, especially the graduates.  

 

Date: 19th June, 2013 AFTERNOON 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Janet Ong’era 
Contribution she made on: Provision of Mobile Telephone Services in 
Marginalized Areas 
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 She supported the motion and said that for the first time, the grassroots Kenyans 
were able to reach one another and be able to communicate with one another in 
terms of resource sharing. She gave an example of Kenyans being able to use the 
telephone as a banking instrument, to communicate with their children who are 
abroad as well as use the telephone to transact business. She proposed that the 
motion be referred to the relevant Committee to look at how it can be properly 
structured and presented. 

 

Date: 20th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Beatrice Elachi 
Contribution she made on: Profiling and Resettling of Internally Displaced 
Persons 
 

 She supported the motion by stating that there were Internally Displaced People 
(IDPs) across the country and not just in the Rift Valley and Central provinces. 
She said that the issue of IDPs raised the emotive issue of land which went way 
back to 1963 when Kenya was struggling structures of Independence and building 
a country. She said that Kenya had reached a point in Kenya where people need 
to know that land is diminishing because of the increasing population. 

 She further noted that the real challenge is looking for a way the life of Kenyans 
can be improved in different ways of ensuring that every Kenyan, regardless of 
who has land, is able to put food on the table and alleviate poverty.   

 She added that regarding the issue of IDPs, the Government had already 
identified land in Nakuru, 5,000 acres in Molo and they had also identified another 
one in Burnt Forest but the challenge faced was reaching an agreement.  

 She noted that it was important to get to know the realistic data of IDPs, not just 
in Rift Valley but also in places like Likoni some of whom were displaced in 1997, 
those who were integrated with their families, to avoid the mistake made by the 
Mau Mau; to compensate others and leave others out. 

 She called upon the members to worked closely with the office of the Cabinet 
Secretary for Land, Housing and Urban Development who handed over what she 
handed the department to help finalize what had been planned.  

 
Date: 20th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Janet Ong’era 
Contribution she made on: Profiling and Resettling of Internally Displaced 
Persons 
 

 She supported the motion with an amendment, and said that the house needed to 
not only look at the current problems without looking at the emotions that were 
also felt and which people went through in 1920, 1940, 1950 and in 1985 when 
all these problems occurred. The very same thing that the people felt is the very 
same thing they were faced with by what arose in 2007. 
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 She therefore proposed that the Senate should come up with lasting solutions on 
how to deal with the issue of the IDPs in Kenya and also look at the historical 
injustices. She added that the government should look into the genuinely 
displaced people, including those of 1895, so that the issue is dealt with 
holistically. 

 

Date: 25th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Kanainza Daisy 
Contribution she made on: Establishment of Graduates Enterprise Fund  

 She supported the motion and noted that she represented the youth who after 
graduation were still tarmacking because of lack of jobs with statistics showing 
that there are 70 per cent youth in the country and 42 per cent of them are 
unemployed.  

 She noted that the proposed Graduates Enterprise Fund would be important, be it 
those graduates from the polytechnics, colleges or universities because they have 
a special need – of getting employment. She added that the graduates also need 
to repay up their Higher Education Loans Board (HELB) loan which they are not 
able to repay because of lack of employment.  

  
Date: 25th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Catherine Nobwola 
Contribution she made on: Establishment of Graduates Enterprise fund  

 She thanked the speaker of the house for allowing her to read the motion to the 
house and said that it is about enacting a law that is to protect the youth quoting 
Article 55 of the Constitution that the duty of the State to take measures, 
including affirmative action programs, to ensure that the youth have access to 
employment. 

 She noted that some of the contributions made to the house by the other 
members who did not understand the differences between the current YEDF 
administered by the National Government and the need for a fund that takes care 
of graduates in the counties. 

 She further stated that after the training and graduating from college, the 
graduates mostly come back to their counties to look for their livelihoods 
therefore, it is in the counties that a solution must be found. 

 
 
Date: 25th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Martha Wangari 
Contribution she made on: Agreement between National and County 
Governments on Infrastructure Development and Equipping of Educational 
Institutions  
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 She supported the motion by stating that the county governments were settling 
down and they need to be supported by being given more need time to 
reorganize themselves. 

 She seconded the President’s directive that some of the functions will be devolved 
immediately but some would take some time. She proposed that the central 
Government could assist county governments to start off by seconding officers, so 
that they are effectively managed. She further noted that they needed to be 
optimistic and be ready to build the capacity of the county governments. 

 
 
Date: 25th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Naisula Lesuuda 
Contribution she made on: Agreement between National and County 
Governments on Infrastructure Development and Equipping of Educational 
Institutions 
 

 She supported the motion by noting that it was a very important Motion, 
especially when talking about the transfer of resources, functions and powers 
which relate to the development of infrastructure, equipping of institutions of 
learning at primary and secondary levels.  

 She noted that the motion allowed them to understand Article 187 of the 
Constitution on how to deal with the transfer of powers. Education is an important 
step towards devolving powers. Article 174 of the Constitution says that the 
functions of devolution or the devolved government was to give powers of self-
governance to the people and enhance the participation of people in the exercise 
of the powers of the state and in making decisions affecting them. It goes further 
to say that the devolved government will recognize the right of communities to 
manage their own affairs and to further their development.  

 
 
Date: 25th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Catherine Nobwola 
Contribution she made on: Agreement between National and County 
Governments on Infrastructure Development and Equipping of Educational 
Institutions  
 

 She supported the motion by noting that it came at the right time when devolving 
functions to the counties was on the process. She noted that even if the functions 
were being devolved, the same staff at the county assembly should be the same 
staff who were going to handle those functions. So, really, it is not calling for 
additional staff, but maybe in terms of skills because these functions have been 
performed by the national Government in the past, and particularly if you look at 
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Schedule 4 of the functions; No.15. Education policy has always been handled by 
the Government, curricula examinations, granting of university charters et cetera. 

 She added that before the county governments sign agreements, they should go 
through the three Sections; 15, 16 and 17 and see what they will be able to 
handle. She noted that the Jubilee Coalition Government was committed to 
devolving the functions as per the Constitution by moving the powers and services 
to the people.  

 
Date: 26th June, 2013 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Martha Wangari  
Contribution she made on: Protection of Tana and Athi Rivers from Pollution 
 

 She supported the motion by stating that when looking at the environment, they 
should not limit the conservation to only three or four counties that the Mover had 
targeted but instead touch all the counties of this country so that a proper 
framework be put in place to ensure that the State undertakes to deliver to the 
citizens of this country what has been bestowed to them under Article 69.  

 She noted that conservation traits should be cultivated in children right from the 
beginning including in the curriculum of schools where environmental 
conservation should be incorporated in the studies that they do every day.  

 
 
Date: 26th June, 2013 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Martha Wangari  
Contribution she made on: Protection of Tana and Athi Rivers from Pollution 
 

 She supported the motion by stating that some lakes had been covered by 
hyacinth and because of pollution, and the lake endangered the lives of the 
children under the age of five. She also added that there were no proper 
measures of where people can wash their cars or how to use this water that can 
help lives change. 

 She noted that the government needed to find a proper way of directing the 
companies that do waste collection and everyone should protect our environment 
to keep livelihoods going. 

 
Date: 26th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Liza Chelule  
Contribution she made on: Protection of Tana and Athi Rivers from Pollution 
 

 She supported the motion and noted that the digging of pit latrines next to the 
boreholes promoted water borne diseases among the communities and should be 
addressed, stone mining along the river banks which promotes degradation along 
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the river banks and the Act stipulating that farmers are not supposed to dig or 
plough along the river banks but the problem has been how to enforce the law.  

 

Date: 26th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Janet Ong’era  
Contribution she made on: Protection of Tana and Athi Rivers from Pollution 
 

 She supported the motion by stating Kenya was faced with greater challenges of 
environmental management, with global warming become a reality in the world, 
which has arisen due to poor management of the environment and pollution.  

 She proposed that the motion be amended to deal more with rivers all over Kenya 
including Gucha River in Kisii County. She suggested that an integrated approach 
as to how they can manage the environment and how to deal with waste 
management. If these two could be harmonized and then people could really 
understand, especially if civic education is done to the people, we will not have 
these issues of pollution. 

 She requested Motion back to the Committee on Agriculture, Land and Natural 
Resources, where they could look at it in more detail and, perhaps, come up with 
a Bill to consolidate all the other Bills that are currently in place for proper 
interrogation and discussions in the House. 

 
 
Date: 26th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Beth Mugo 
Contribution she made on: Protection of Tana and Athi Rivers from Pollution 
 

 She supported the motion by stating that it is related to the health of Kenyans. 
She added that Eighty per cent of a lot of diseases, including diseases which are 
killing babies were because of water therefore the issue of river pollution should 
be looked into to ensure people in the rural areas have clean drinking water.  

 She noted that, hon. Wangari Maathai, had proposed the banning of plastics, 
which went to Parliament but was defeated by a few people just because the 
industries got involved. She suggested that if the Senate would really want to 
make a mark and give Kenyans a longer life, they can do away with the plastics 
as they cause cancer.  

 She added that the late hon. Michuki managed to clean Nairobi River showing that 
all rivers can be cleaned. She called upon the other senators to involve the 
governors in this fight of cleaning rivers in the counties.  

 
Date: 26th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Agnes Zani 
Contribution she made on: Enactment of Law to Require Payment of Royalties 
by Investors to Counties 
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 She moved the motion stating that it was about counties and ensuring that people 
are able to exploit natural resources in those counties to ensure that they are able 
to manage their affairs better.  

 
 
Date: 26th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Janet Ong’era  
Contribution she made on: Nationwide Industrial Action by Teachers  
 

 She pointed out that many times that teachers are an integral part of this society 
as they form one of the most essential services, yet they are not recognized and 
appreciated. She further stated that the Government had no business saying that 
they cannot pay teachers and they were not asking for a salary increment, but for 
payment of the reasonable allowances that they had been promised.  

 She noted that hardship allowances were reasonable allowances and that the 
government should get its priorities right and fulfill the promises made to the 
teachers.  

  
 
Date: 26th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Beth Mugo 
Contribution she made on: Nationwide Industrial Action by Teachers  
 

 She stated that the importance of paying teachers properly could not be 
overemphasized and called for dialogue. She added that the teachers have 
suffered for too long and such like a problem cannot  be solved overnight because 
they have to look at the wage bill totally, and not just one sector. She added that 
the issue of laptops should not be connected to the pay of teachers.  

 
Date: 26th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Agnes Zani 
Contribution she made on: Nationwide Industrial Action by Teachers  
 

 She pointed that the issue of digitization and laptops could fail to come up when 
talking about teachers who needed to be paid and looking for solutions and 
finding ways where there were resources that could be diverted to teachers who 
were very important in this society. She said that there is no other society apart 
from the Kenyan society where there is such inconsistency in education. In no 
part of the world would you hear that students or children have not gone to 
school either at primary, secondary or university.  

 She observed it will be difficult to the school going children generation of Kenya 
who are used to knowing that unless there is a strike, then people will not be able 
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to do anything, and that an agreement that was made as far back as 1997 had 
not been honored and yet not enough concerted effort is going into honoring it.  

 
 
Date: 27th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Beth Mugo  
Contribution she made on: Agreement between National and County 
Governments on Infrastructure Development and Equipping of Educational 
Institutions  
 

 She opposed the motion by stating that education was a national function and 
must be standardized. She said that examinations cannot be set for the whole 
country unless education is standardized and the facilities are the same.  

 She noted that she happened to have served in the Ministry of Education, Science 
and Technology as an Assistant Minister in charge of basic education and there 
are certain areas she visited where the capacity to handle such functions did not 
exist. 

 She further stated that she believed that by devolving education, Kenya would 
have a more serious problem than it had today. She proposed that education 
should be at par in all areas and transfer of teachers should be done in a manner 
that teachers are available to every area   so that children get the same level of 
education. 

 She urged the Senators, especially those who are representing certain counties to 
rethink whether this was the time to devolve education in whichever form as 
education matters should not have any interruptions. 

 
 
Date: 27th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Kanainza Daisy 
Contribution she made on: Agreement between National and County 
Governments on Infrastructure Development and Equipping of Educational 
Institutions  
 

 She supported the motion and said that Primary and secondary education is very 
basic for the growth of a child. Devolving this function will enable Kenya improve 
education and as a result there will be good performance in the schools. 

 She added that every school in every county wishes to be at the top and that 
means that they will be encouraging competition within the various counties and 
that it will be just devolving the functions but not the main things like 
examination, policies and curriculum. 

 She noted that it is at the county level that education will be managed the many 
unemployed graduates from the specific counties and it will also encourage proper 
infrastructure in the counties and promote education for all. She observed that 
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the procurement bureaucracy which has to come from the grassroots level to the 
national level will be reduced.  

 
 
Date: 27th June, 2013  
Member of Parliament: Sen. Judith Sijeny  
Contribution She Made On: Agreement between National and County 
Governments on Infrastructure Development and Equipping Of Educational 
Institutions  
 

 She supported the motion by stating that it would help the locals within the 
county to eradicate poverty because they will be able to participate and provide 
the necessary equipment or whatever may be needed locally instead of waiting 
for resources to come from the national Government. She added that the Senate 
which has a mandate of overseeing the smooth running of the education system 
within the county will be able to vet and ensure that nothing goes wrong or 
nothing is abused.  
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POINT OF ORDER 
 
Date: June 13th, 2013 
Member of Parliament: Sen. Beth Mugo 
Contribution she made on: Benefits of the Deputy President’s shuttle 
diplomacy to the Nation 

 She inquired if it was in order for a member to mislead the House that while 
traveling to West Africa, people waited for two or three hours while it was known 
that connections to West Africa do not exist and at times people even fly to 
France or to Italy or another country in Europe to connect to a country like 
Nigeria which is in Africa. 

 


